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Unique Clinging to the sixteen hundred foot, slippery cliff over Lake Superior
Unique With a few feet left, I take a deep breath
Unique All of a sudden, the winds blowing around me silenced,
Unique My white-knuckled fingers and buckling knees slid off the granite
Unique My life is ordinary and I am a freshman at
Unique be surprised at the series of extraordinary events that got me
Unique Take the circumstances of my birth, for example
Unique My mother sot up in bed at
Unique 30 in the morning and told my dad to call the
Unique The situation was so urgent, my mom didn’t even have
Unique It was sixteen below zero, still dark out, and out
Unique me, “Pineneedle Flower”, in the backseat of our van, and we
Unique The ambulance met us halfway and took my mom and
Unique I was born at Howard Young Medical Center on March
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Unique When I was eighteen months old, I contracted an E-coli
Unique I was in the hospital for thirty-seven days
Unique not sit or stand on my own, and could only move
Unique When the doctors sent me home, they gave me
Unique My mother never put me in it, however, because she
Unique I was placed on the wooden floor to inch slowly toward
Unique As I got stronger, my dad made me a specialized
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Unique The cane was made out of PVC pipe, was silver,
Unique Over the next few years, I was involved in intense
Unique a limp and have limited use of my right arm and
Unique my legs, went to basketball camp, took swimming lessons and one-handed

Clinging to the sixteen hundred foot, slippery cliff over Lake Superior caused a bone-chilling panic down
my spine. With a few feet left, I take a deep breath as a sign of pure relief. All of a sudden, the winds

blowing around me silenced, the voices blurred;one could hear a pin drop. My white-knuckled fingers and
buckling knees slid off the granite. My life is ordinary and I am a freshman at Purdue University, majoring
in Elementary and Special Education. I look and act like everyone else, but people will be surprised at the

series of extraordinary events that got me where I am today. Take the circumstances of my birth, for
example. My mother sot up in bed at 6:30 in the morning and told my dad to call the ambulance. The

situation was so urgent, my mom didn’t even have time to get completely dressed. It was sixteen below
zero, still dark out, and out of habit, my anxious dad put on his sunglasses. Because our house was twenty

miles from the hospital, we couldn’t wait, so my dad put my two sisters, who named me, “Pineneedle
Flower”, in the backseat of our van, and we high tailed it to the hospital. The ambulance met us halfway

and took my mom and me to the hospital where I was born five minutes later. I was born at Howard Young
Medical Center on March 13, 1993 at 7:37 in the morning. When I was eighteen months old, I contracted
an E-coli infection, which resulted in septic shock and a stroke. I was in the hospital for thirty-seven days.
When I got home, I could no longer speak, could not sit or stand on my own, and could only move my left
arm and pick up my head. When the doctors sent me home, they gave me a wheelchair. My mother never

put me in it, however, because she thought I would just sit in the corner like a plant. Of course I don’t
remember this, but I’m told that I was placed on the wooden floor to inch slowly toward chocolate covered
raisins. As I got stronger, my dad made me a specialized cane. The cane was made out of PVC pipe, was

silver, had a cushioned handle, a round, gray plate, and four bolts. Over the next few years, I was involved
in intense therapy. I have right hemi-plegia, which means that I walk with a limp and have limited use of
my right arm and hand. I attended pre-school, played soccer with two plastic braces on my legs, went to
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basketball camp, took swimming lessons and one-handed piano lessons and kept moving.
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